
Pneumatic 

**Some products may not be available in Mississippi and the Florida Panhandle** 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  
Pneumatic solenoid valves, proportional pressure controllers, fieldbus/ 

serial interface, mechanical air valves, custom air valves 
 

 
MDN stands for MAC Distributor Network: a global organization of 
independent distributors and manufacturers with the common focus 

of customer service and support anywhere in the world 
 

Clamps, cylinders, escapements, grippers, multi-motion, 
rotary actuators, slides and switches 

 

 
Vacuum pumps, suction cups, vacuum and blow systems, vacuum 

grippers, vacuum conveyors, and other related accessories 
 
 

Industrial and safety shock absorbers, velocity controllers, gas springs, 
hydraulic dampeners, rotary dampeners, and elastomer bumpers 

 
 
 

Connectivity solutions for fieldbus and serial interface 
 

FLUID CONNECTOR DIVISION 
Pneumatic fluid connectors: push-to-connect, adapters, flare, barbed, 

compression, ball valves, quick disconnects, plastic tube and hose 

  Skinner Valve 
2-way, 3-way and 4-way valves, solenoid valves, 

liquid control valves and valve automation line 
 

 
Light-weight, quick-connect interlocking aluminum components 

for piping system modifications 
 

 
Pneumatic linear actuators and pneumatic linear thrusters 

 

 
Specialized air preparation for extreme moisture removal 

 
 

Pneumatic connection devices: flow control regulators, pneumatic 
function fittings and universal compression fittings 

Actuation technology including air cylinders, rotary actuators, linear thrusters, 
rodless cylinders, flow controls and position-sensing cylinders 

 

 
NFPA interchangeable cylinders, air boosters, oil and air tanks 

 

Specialty cylinders, miniature control valves, manual control valves 
specialty valves, production devices and accessories 

 

Pneumatic components and pneumatic control systems, directional 
control valves, fittings, manifolds, air nozzles and custom products 

 
 

Extruded body designs are interchangeable with international brands 
and incorporate switch mounting for a clean, space-efficient package 

 
 

Pinch valves and integrated fluid control assemblies for the medical, 
bioprocessing, and industrial markets 

 

 
The Industrial Erector Set! T-Slot aluminum extrusions 

 

High quality actuators, pneumatic filters, regulators, 
lubricators, fittings, and valves 

 

Full line manufacturer of regenerative blowers and a wide range of 
vacuum and pressure technologies including vacuum pumps. 

 

High pressure equipment: valves, fittings, tubing, liquid air driven 
pumps, boosters and air amplifiers 

 

Air springs for technologically advanced isolation, actuation and 
pick and place solutions 

 
 

Manufactures and markets a complete line of compressed air treatment 
components and control products 

 
 

 


